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Abstract: Petrobras is the largest firm in Brazil and one of the largest in the world. Its investment plans are among the biggest
in the oil and gas industry, focused in Brazil and on E&P. Petrobras is responsible for a large share of gross capital formation
and gross domestic product (GDP) growth in the country. The correlation between its investments and the country investment
and GDP growth is above 0.8 and shows the dependency of the economy to Petrobras activity. At the same time, as a state
enterprise it has been a tool of macroeconomic policy. In the 2010´s its gasoline and diesel prices were frozen to keep inflation
down. The recent crisis in the company, including corruption scandals and oil price slump increased debt levels and reduced
its capital expenditures. The sale of assets directive since 2016 is required to reduce its net debt. While a medium to long
term survival strategy, the change in Petrobras’ investment profile may decrease the prospects of GDP growth in the Brazilian
economy.
Key words: Brazil, Oil sector, Petrobras, Investment, Gross Domestic Product, Gross Capital Formation.

1. Introduction
Created in 1953 as sole oil producing firm in Brazil,
Petrobras has been responsible for the development
of the oil and gas industry along the vertical chain,
including exploration and production (E&P),
refining, transportation, retail and all links of natural
gas chain. It is one of the largest firms in the world oil
and gas industry and part of the ‘new seven sisters’
– domestic oil producers that currently challenge the
industry role of the international conglomerates of
the ‘seven sisters’ (Hoyos, 2007). Even the oil sector
deregulation in the 1990´s did not reduce Petrobras
expansion. By 2010, with the prospect of the newly
found pre-salt reserves, it presented the largest
investment plan, with over USD 220 Billion capital
expenditures (Petrobras, 2011).

This investment plan was backed by a regulatory
change (Law no. 12351/2010 that settled the terms of
a shared oil partition regime) that provided Petrobras
a leading (if not exclusive) role in developing the
pre-salt area. In addition, Petrobras controlling
bondholder, the Brazilian government, pushed for
one of the largest equity issue in history doubling
Petrobras capital to USD 223 Billion, making it the
second largest oil firm at the time (MF, 2010). The
raised capital would finance the required investments
for pre-salt exploration and production (E&P) and
keep financial solvency indicators within investment
grade level.
Nevertheless, by 2015 the firm and the country
situation was in stark contrast. Posting a loss of
USD 8 Billion including a significant write-off due
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Given the size and role of Petrobras in a key strategic
sector for a country economy and development,
it is not surprising that its woes may influence the
country and may as well help it leave recession. This
paper explores the relationship between Petrobras
investment outlays and the country economic welfare
through indicator such as gross capital formation
and gross domestic product (GDP), highlighting the
company impact in Brazil development, positive or
negative.

The first aspect to be analyzed is the volume of
Petrobras total investment in the last eleven years,
from 2005 to 2016. This period comprehends several
critical changes in the scenario, since the discovery
of pre-salt reserves, the global financial crisis, the
Brazilian recession, up to the launch of Lava-Jato
investigation. Petrobras investment information
were collect-ed from the F-20 forms presented to the
Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) in the
United States of America.
Petrobras Historical Investment Series
2005-2016
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The study investigates the profile of Petrobras
investments dividing them by areas. The change in
investments across activities over the last decade
was not homogeneous or in line with the goals of an
oil and gas (O&G) corporation. The lack of cohesion
between what should be the company strategy and
the effect of its role in economic growth in the
country further understanding.

Figure 1. Petrobras historical investment series (total
volume) 2005-2016 (source: SEC FORM-20F, 2006-2016
and Petrobras, 2017).

The article is organized as follows. The next section
presents the evolution of Petrobras investments in
total volume and broken down by activities over
the oil and gas vertical chain, revealing the strategic
choices made over time and the monetary impact
of these actions in the company welfare. The third
section highlights the role of Petrobras investment
on economic growth and evaluates the effect of
the strategic investment choices current and future
economic growth. The analysis course was to use
the economy indicators to correlate then with the
company investments growth. The last section
collects concluding comments and possible forecasts
to both Brazil and Petrobras.

The information displayed in Figure 1 shows that
Petrobras overall investment did not decrease in
the face of the 2008-2009 global financial crisis.
Investment reached a first peak in 2010 with an
amount of USD 45 Billion and this magnitude order
were maintained up to 2012. Looking closely, the
year of 2011 saw a 6% decrease in total investment
and 2012 a modest 1% increase in relation to the
previous year, keeping it virtually frozen. In 2013
a new high was reached with over USD 50 Billion
spent on investment. This huge increase happened in
the wake of a management change that replaced the
presidency and directors.

2. Petrobras Investments
The goal of this section is to the analyise Petrobras
investment levels and trends and its relationship with
oil refined goods prices and their consequences to firm
indebtness. Investment is taken here as gross fixed
capital formation, net of disinvestments. Investment
itself is broken down in business segments, namely
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Exploration and Production (E&P); Refining,
Transportation and Marketing (Supply); Gas and
Energy (Gas & Energy); Distribution; Biofuel;
Corporate; and International.

in Billions USD

to corruption overcharges from suppliers, Petrobras
faced a second year of losses in a row. The corruption
scandal and investigation known as Car-Wash (“Lava
Jato”) involved directors and suppliers of Petrobras.
Its effects were deeply felt in the administration and
put great investments as the Petrochemical Complex
of Rio de Janeiro in check. Not only Brazil itself faced
an unprecedented recession with a gross domestic
product per capita fall of 4.6% (IBGE, 2017).
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The decay began in 2014 and were prolonged
until last year. In 2015 there is a decrease in total
investment when the level was close to the 2007
level, reaching only USD 23 Billion. The investment
decrease between 2014 and 2015 reflected the fall
in international oil prices, the increasing burden of
debt at Petrobras. The loss of its international rating
agencies (Fitch, Moody´s and Standard and Poor´s)
investment grade in 2015 and the Brazilian Real
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(R$) devaluation from 2014 that made investment
financing harder and the company more selective in
its capital expenditures (capex).
For many years the Brazilian government imposed
on Petrobras a populist agenda of not passing
through international oil price increases to gasoline
and diesel. This generated losses for Petrobras, as
the sale price of gasoline was not able to cover the
refining, extraction and production costs for most
of the time between 2010-2014 when oil prices
increased after the 2009 drop.
To illustrate the contrasting scenario in the country
figure 2 compares the trend of Brent oil prices with
the percentage variation in the conventional gasoline
and Diesel distribution price in Brazil and USA
(NY market). Brent oil price is an international oil
price benchmark for internationally traded oil. It is
measured at the North sea production and used here
given the increasing domestic influence of shale oil
and gas on the other international reference price, the
Western Texas Intermediate (WTI). Refined goods
gasoline and diesel New York prices are taken as
reference for international competitive prices, while
Brazil prices are national averages registered by the
Oil Regulatory Agency (ANP).
The trends determined by the commodity
international prices (Brent oil prices) clearly
determine refined products such as gasoline and

diesel in international markets, as seen by the New
York benchmark. The trend seen in internal markets
in Brazil is markedly different. The gasoline and
diesel pricing followed Petrobras main controller –
the Government of Brazil– macroeconomic policies,
such as inflation control. International oil price
changes pass through to refined goods prices are
smoothed over a very long term and show often
different trends. Given the inflation surge in 20092012 gasoline and diesel prices were frozen as an
anti-inflationary policy, placing a heavy burden on
Petrobras cash flow. It was laid in Petrobras shoulders
to carry these police of inflation control.
Additionally, another important event to Petrobras
woes is the launch of the Car Wash corruption and
embezzlement investigation in 2014. This put board
decisions to a near halt from 2014 and drained the
company forces to keep up investments levels.
Figure 3 is a clear reflection of the chaotic scenario
faced by Petrobras since 2010. It presents the
evolution of the debt in the firm by showing the ratio
of the Net Debt to EBTIDA. Net debt is the amount
of money the company needs to clear the liability
that generates financial expense. EBITDA stands
for Earnings before taxes, interest depreciation and
amortization –a measure of operational profits and
cash generation (Damodaran, 1997). This indicator
gives a clear view of Petrobras financial health.

Brent, Conventional Gasoline and Diesel: Brazil vs New York
Percentage Variation 2007-2016
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Figure 2. Percentage variation between Brent oil prices, Conventional gasoline and Diesel in Brazil and USA (New York
market) 2007-2016 (source: EIA, 2017 and ANP, 2017).
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expenditures to maximize the cash flow and to make
a series of disinvestments to promote profit in short
term (Petrobras, 2017).

The sharp rise in its indebtedness, from 1.5 of
EBITDA to 5 times its earnings in five years raised an
urgent change in policy within the company to avoid
insolvency. The Petrobras latest announced business
set a goal to reducing its Net Debt to EBITDA
indicator to 2.5, leading to important changes in its
investment Evolution
policy as of
will
be seenLeverage
below.
Petrobras

Now it is possible to tread the path to understand
how Petrobras found itself in the midst of such crisis.
Also, it is time to begin the questioning of how deep
it goes the role of Petrobras in the Brazilian economy.

2006 - 2016

Net Debt/EBITDA

In this section the investment is broken down
in business segments, namely, Exploration and
Production (E&P), that includes the oil and gas
exploration and production activities onshore and
offshore; Refining, Transportation and Marketing
(Supply), that includes the next activities in the oil
and gas vertical chain once oil is extracted, namely
refining and transportation and sale of crude oil;
Gas and Energy (Gas & Energy), that includes all
activities related to natural gas (NG), as NG sale, and
thermal power generation and its commercialization;
Distribution, that involves oil refined products
wholesale and retail; Biofuel, that covers biodiesel and
co-products; as well as two additional classification:
Corporate, which comprehend financial management
and human resources activities; and International,
that consolidates activities abroad.
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2.1. Petrobras Investments Profile
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Figure 3. Evolution of Petrobras Leverage: Net Debt/
EBITDA (source: Petrobras, 2017).

Figure 3, when compared with the level of
investments, allows us to say whether the company
indebtedness is due to capital expenditures and future
growth perspectives or whether it is a symptom of say
poor administration. Compared to Figure 1, we see
that indebtness rose in the wake of largest investment
levels. Nevertheless the difference between oil cost
growth and refined goods prices hurt EBITDA and
pushed indebtness up.

The overall trend that was analyzed first may hinder
a better view of the investment profile at Petrobras.
Figure 4 shows the amount of cash that was focused
in each of those areas and their evolution over eleven
years.

Aware of the need to overcome this situation of
high levels of leverage, Petrobras established in its
last business plan (2017-2021) a goal to reduce its
indebtedness to a 2.5 reason of Net Debt/EBITDA.
Besides the company started to prioritize its

in Billions USD

Petrobras Historical Investment Series: Sectoral Development
2005-2016
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Figure 4. Petrobras historical investment series: sectoral development 2005-2016 (source: SEC FORM-20F 2006-2016
and Petrobras, 2017).
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A relative ranking of business segments was
nevertheless maintained over time: E&P taking the
largest share of investment outlays, followed by
Supply, Gas & Energy and International investments.
Biofuels, Distribution and Corporate were always
very small compared to the others.

of protecting E&P investment from such large cuts
makes sense given that Petrobras is an integrated oil
and gas company and guaranteeing a level of proven
and commercial oil reserves over time has a positive
impact on stock prices (Ribeiro, Almeida and Bone,
2017).

This trend is expected from an oil and gas company
that draws profits from the commercialization of oil
(crude or refined products). It can also be explained
by the fact that E&P is the most expansive link from
the petroleum chain. A contributor factor to the
peak in E&P in 2013 was the realization of the first
bidding round of pre-salt fields, when the consortium
led by Petrobras was the winner.

In the first semester of 2017 the Brazilian government
announced the realization of two more bidding round
in the pre-salt area (ANP, 2017). However, due to
Petrobras economic situation is questionable if the
company is going to be able to maintain its role in
petroleum exploration in Brazil and contribution to
the national development.

The most relevant change visible from figure 4 is
the role of supply segment. From 2008 onwards,
it followed the increase in E&P investments up to
2013. This year E&P investments were made priority
and Supply investments started decreasing. While
in 2012 Supply investment reached 37% of total
investment, by 2015 it accounted for just 10% of
total investment.

3. Economic Growth and the Role
of Petrobras

Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-NoDerivatives 4.0 International
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Notwithstanding the level of total investment was
reduced by nearly half from 2013 to 2016, E&P
investment decreased by only a third and is at the
2008 level. Supply investment itself decreased more
than 50% from 2013 to 2016. This strategic choice

Figure 5 presents the time series analysis of Petrobras
total investment and Gross Capital Formation for
Brazil, data collected from the (IBGE) National
Accounts.Petrobras Investment and Gross Capital Formation

2008

The decrease in supply investments had important
effects on the current refining capacity and the
prospects for internalizing the refining of the pre-salt
oil in Brazil, as shown in Yabiko, Medeiros and Bone
(2016). Even though E&P is the responsible for the
principal cash flow in an oil company, the largest
increase in value added is in refining the oil produced
from these blocks.

Gross fixed capital formation, or Gross capital
formation measures the aquisition of machinery and
equipment as well as vehicles and the addition of
building and construction in the economy. According
to the Brazilian Institute of Geography and Statistics
(IBGE, 2017), this national accounts measure does
not substract depreciation .

2007

In 2014 after the beginning of Car-Wash the
investments in the International segment were not
accounted for separately. Since that year onwards,
the investments abroad have been divided by
company activity.

3.1. Gross Capital Formation and Petrobras
Investments

2006

Figure 4 is net of disinvestments. The 2015 figures
reflect the 2015-2019 Petrobras Business Plan
revision to the new the proposed growth for the
next five years, as seen in the 2017-2021 Petrobras
Business Plan that included the sale of transportation
units, gas retail business and even oil fields to
manage the increasing debt that rose sharply from
2011 (Petrobras, 2016 and 2017).

Since its creation in the 1950´s Petrobras investment
decisions have a significant impact in the Brazilian
economy. Here we compare Petrobras activities with
Brazil´s gross fixed capital formation (aggregate
investment) and gross domestic product (GDP),
allowing us to show Petrobras role in the economy.

Gross Capital Formation

Figure 5. Petrobras Investment and Gross Capital
Formation in Brazil 2006-2016 (source: IBGE, 2017 and
Petrobras, 2017).
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We see that Petrobras investment and Gross Capital
Formation (or Aggregate Investment) have a
similar trend from 2006 to 2016. At the same time,
Petrobras investment is more volatile than Gross
Capital Formation. This is expected since Aggregate
Investment includes residential home building and
infrastructure investment, taking in consideration
the whole economy and not just one sector (OECD,
2015).
Looking closely, from figure 4, from 2006 to 2008
Petrobras investment follows an equal trend of
aggregate investment. Justified by the fact that
Petrobras is an entity responsible for the largest
investments in the country economy and its strategic
role is to be a mechanism that encourages economy
growth in Brazil.
In 2009, the year affected by global financial issues,
the slowdown (but not decrease) in investments
generated an echo in the gross capital formation,
with a rebound in 2010.
Then in 2011-2013 we see a different trend between
Petrobras and Aggregate Investment. This found
difference is a consequence of two major events that
were held in Brazil: The World Cup and Olympic
Games. These occasions shielded Gross Capital
Formation as strong investments in infrastructure
were made and several foreign companies saw Brazil
as a country to invest.
However, in 2014-2015 both investment indicators
showing negative growth, more pronounced in
Petrobras line. In this year is when the effects of an
economy crisis in Brazil begin conjointly with the
newly found but deep-rooted deficit in Petrobras
cash flow. In 2016 in both indicators it is possible to
see a small recovery, the early signs of an economy
rebirth.

3.2. Gross Domestic Product and Gross
Capital Formation
The role of investment on economic growth is
well known (BLANCHARD, 2011). Investment
multipliers, that is, the effect of a 1 growth in
investment (with respect to GDP) on the growth of
GDP, can be larger than 1 (OECD, 2015), so that a
1% increase in investment may lead to a more than
1% increase in GDP. This effect is relevant, in the
face that investment is only part of total GDP (that
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includes consumption, government spending and net
exports).
The leading effect of investment on economic
growth can be seen in Figure 6. Upward trends of
investment growth are followed by upward trends in
GDP growth and negative trends of investment are
followed by downward trends in GDP.
Gross Domestic Product and Gross Capital Formation
2006-2016
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Figure 6. Gross Domestic Product and Gross Capital
Formation in Brazil 2006-2016 (source: IBGE 2017).

The trajectory of the Brazilian economy from 20052016 can be divided between before and after the 2009
financial crisis. Up to 2008, the country benefited
from the commodity price boom and experienced
increasing GDP growth, only to meet a GDP
decrease in 2009. Countercyclical policies, including
Petrobras investment policy, and investment projects
in 2010 proved effective but short-lived, as growth
faltered, albeit in positive territory from 2011 to
2013. The exhausted public finance could no longer
sustain the attempts at economic growth and GDP
contracted.
In 2016 GDP also felt the remerge of the national
economy, although still in contraction. According
to the latest forecast published by the International
Monetary Fund (IMF) it is expected that Brazil will
leave this recession to grow 0.7% in 2017 and 1.5%
in 2018 in terms of GDP (IMF, 2017).

3.3. Correlation between Petrobras
Investments and Economic Indicators
This section aims to learn if Petrobras investment
decision, as the ‘locomotive’ of the Brazilian
economy, affected national growth, looking at the
correlation matrix of Petrobras investment and
national GDP and gross fixed capital formation
indicators. The correlation figures show how strong
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is the relationship between the figures and the direct
of ingluende whenther inverse or direct.

performance (2008 with 46.8% per year) made it
investments echoed years later.

For computing the data it was used used in the
study was the Pearson correlation coefficient (ρ). It
is a measure of the linear correlation between two
variables and varies between +1 (perfect positive
correlation) and −1 (perfect negative correlation),
when the value is close to zero, the variables
analyzed are linear independents. Gathering all data
in the table 1, it was possible to use Pearson formula
and calculate the correlation between Petrobras
Investments, GDP and Gross Capital Formation,
stated in table 2.

From Table 2, the correlation coefficient between
investment growth and GDP growth is at 0.99,
highlighting the relevance of gross capital formation
for the economy. Such high correlation is impressive
given the short sample and the use of variables in
growth rates, to avoid the spurious correlation
problem (GUJARATI, 2001). Petrobras investment
and gross capital formation correlation is at 0.86.
And the correlation coefficient between Petrobras
investment and economic growth is at 0.84, showing
the relevance of the firm to the Brazilian Economy,
since these values (between 0.7 and 0.9) are
characteristics of a strong link between the variables.

Table 1. Annual rate of growth Gross Capital
Formation,
GDP
and
Petrobras
Investment.
(source: IBGE, 2017 and Petrobras, 2017).

2006

Gross Domestic Gross Capital
Product
Formation
4.0%
6.7%

Petrobras
Investment
39.8%

2007

6.1%

12.0%

46.2%

2008

5.1%

12.3%

46.8%

2009

-0.1%

-2.1%

17.6%

2010

7.5%

17.9%

30.1%

2011

3.9%

6.8%

-5.6%

2012

1.9%

0.8%

1.2%

2013

3.0%

5.8%

17.3%

2014

0.1%

-4.2%

-26.3%

2015

-3.8%

-13.9%

-38.1%

2016

-3.6%

-10.2%

-31.9%

Table 2. Correlation Coefficient: Gross Capital Formation,
GDP and Petrobras Investment. (source: IBGE, 2017 and
Petrobras, 2016).
Gross
Domestic
Product
Gross Domestic
Product
Gross Capital
Formation
Petrobras
Investment

Gross
Capital
Petrobras
Formation Investment

1.00

0.99

0.84

0.99

1.00

0.86

0.84

0.86

1.00

From Table 1 it can be verified that Brazilian
GDP had it best year in 2010 with 7.5% per year.
This positive result can be justified by advances in
gross capital formation and Petrobras investments.
Looking through Petrobras point of view, the year
of 2010 was not the most expressive in terms of
growing, but the previous years with remarkable
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The role of Petrobras in economic growth cannot
be undermined. Nevertheless, the changes in the
profile of Petrobras investment may reduce its role
as ‘locomotive’ of the Brazilian economy. While
Distribution and Supply investment are strongly
associated with local productive capacity and the use
of domestic inputs in construction and equipment
use, E&P investments use more international
supplied services and relatively less local technology,
including engineering services. Even under strict
local content requirements on E&P, Petrobras has
had difficulties meeting these requirements for lack
of adequate suppliers in Brazil. The reduction in the
relative share of investment in Supply may suggest a
lesser role of Petrobras in leading the economy.

4. Concluding Comments
Since its creation, Petrobras has been considered a
firm with a development public policy role, as the
main shareholder used as a policy tool. The firm
directed its efforts just for the oil and gas sector, but
to the domestic manufacturing industry as a whole.
The impact of the firm in the economy is visible and
the technological advances and R&D expenditures
influenced other sectors in the economy. The degree
of association of the gross capital formation in the
economy and Petrobras investments were visible in
the decade since 2005.
Investment is a key variable for economic growth. As
part of aggregate demand, it increases an economy
productive capacity and its multiplier effect has a
significant impact in income (GDP) growth. The
correlation coefficient between investment and GDP
growth is higher than 90% for Brazil.
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At the same time the Petrobras investment was
more volatile than gross capital formation. Petrobras
investment is more exposed than the aggregate of the
economy to sector effects such as international crude
oil price volatility and is more exposed to factors that
led to the decline in the observed investment level
and the pro-posed growth for the next five years,
as seen in the 2017-2021 Petrobras´ Business Plan
(Petrobras, 2017). The firm is reacting to the effect of
government deficits and recovering from the initially
paralyzing effect from the Car Wash investigation.

the needs of an integrated Oil and Gas company and
its requirements to maintain and explore reserves
and produce crude oil for domestic consumption at
refineries or export. But at the same time, the E&P
investments may have relatively lower impact in
the economy than Supply in-vestments. A longterm view would suggest a more balanced approach
as the extracted oil will need refining and the more
balanced in-vestment profile may lead to a more
effective contribution to growth and the reduction of
the unemployment in the economy.

In this crisis scenario, the profile of Petrobras
investment changed. E&P investments increased its
share in total investment significantly, while Supply
(such as refining and petrochemicals) investments
decreased sharply. The E&P emphasis is in line with
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